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　　Tennyson was only twenty-three years 01d when he 針st composed∧ＴｋｅＬａｄﾀ可:Ｓｈａｌｏttin
1832.　He had to revise it heavily after ten years in 1842. Metaphorically Υ船 ｋ:dy of Shalottﾄwas
　　　　stripped･of all heｒ一万finery；/ her pearl garland, her velvet bed, herトroyal apparel and ･･　.
．
　　　　her“blinding diamond bright" are all gone ；　and certainly 鋤 the simple wl!ite robe 十　　ト
……　　she now wears, her beauty shows to much greater advantage (H. Tennyson i，p. 191).十
The poem became one of the best ｏ卜all Tennyson's worksﾝ　Its contenトmay be simple andし
commonplace as the poet himself むxposes:　〉　　ニ　　　犬　　　　＼＼　　　　＼　　　　∧＼∧
　　　　　＝　Thenew-born love for something, for some one in the wide world from which she
　　　　[theprotagonist] has been S0 long secluded takes her out of theすegion of shadows into
　j　　that of realities [Ibid.,p. 117)レ　　　▽　　ニ　　　犬‥‥‥‥‥　‥　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥
But it is the poetic language that makes this poer!! memorable.　In major∧poets we often find that the
thought is trite but the language magnificent；　itis the language that has given life tＱ:thepoetry･
An extreme is many of the nursery rhymes which have survived the test of theしpassage ｏｆ上time
mainly because of thをiringeniousﾄstyles rather than their contents which 町ｅ often nil. This is an
important point to consider when analyzing the nature of poetic language.　　　＜　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥
　　　　Poets are the people who best know how important language is for their art.　But very few of
them could explain or analyze why and how in literary terms, much less in linguistic terms.　They
ａｒとby nature poets as artists,not linguists or criticsレIt is possible for ａ･student to analyze the
nature of the 斗vie of a given poet and assert its significance;〉　sometimes its importanceﾚlies even
over and above the thought. More convincing, hoｗｅｖeｒ,十arethe words of poets themselves, if we
could･find such･poetsしas those able･to explain the essence･ of poetic languageトWe can find such
poets in G.M.　Hopkins and Francis Berryに The core of Hopkins' idea･of poetic ほngﾘage (or rather,
poetry itself)is stated in an extreme Ｗａy:　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　　　＼　＼　　　＼　　　　　　ニ
　　　　　　　Poetryis speech framed for contemplationﾄof the mind by the way of hearing or　　　　ニ
　　　　speech framed to be heard for its own sake and interest evenしover and above its
　＼△　interestof meaning.　Some matter and meaning is essential〉toit but only as an element
　　　　necessary to support and employ the shape which is contemplated for its own sake　　　ト
　　　　(Hopkins, 1966, p. 289)･..　・･･.・・　　　　　　　　･･　　　・.　　　･.　　　　･･.･.・
　　ニ　ＴＯ･･manyﾄliterarystudents and critics this idea is so flabbergasting that they ten･d to reject it
as heresy ；　or else, they just ignore it.▽But it is t０９important (and too 皿刀砂佃ｇto many) to be so
easily dismissedトThe above definitionis a matter of:course for Hopkins, who was a great champion
for poetry for recitation and hearing in the main and ｒ沁hﾀﾞliterarytradition till his time.　… ……
　尚Nearly ａ century later another poet of distinction echoes Hopkins. In his Poetry and Physical
Ｆθ仙召Francis Berry expresses his idea of poetic language clearly:　　　　　　　　　:　‥‥‥‥‥‥
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＼ユ　　　　　・。all poetry with but few, and then recent, exceptions, is primarily sound (and
　　　　　but secondarily meaning, meaning conveyedしby or through sound) whether or not
　　　　　recorded in mute manuscript or print；　and next√that poets, more than all０ｒmost
　　　　　otherpeople, have a peculiarly physical 0ｒpassional awareness of vocal sound. That
　　　　they ･are interested,いeven absorbed, by rhyth皿ａｎ（!meaning is consequent rather than
　　　　lprecedent. In their poetry ・・ . they live or endure a ･S昨･iesIof vocal ･sounds ....
　　　　　which we, readeｒｓ,echo. That is their life（p，5）j　　　　　　　　　　▽
　〉　　In essence what Berry states here perfectly agrees to Hopkins' definitionむ）fpoetryレRather,
it can be taken as ａ paraphrase of the latter'sidea. This does not necessarily mean, however, that
Berry has borrowed Hopkins' thought. The truth is, as true poets they share an identical view of
the essence of poetry and its language･　As is suggested in Berry's words, all true poets“with but
few, and then recent exceptions”, share ａ keen awareness of sound 耳nd have had it in their Sy斗em
as ａ living reality throughout history･　Poetic language, which is speech and, is thus, essentially
sound, is what they “ｋｎｏｗトina special and obsessively physical ｗａy”{Ibid.,pバ3). They “feel it
with their whole body, almost as though it were a pervasive substance一inward bread as much as
outward wine . ..”（Ibid.）.へA^hetheror not all ぐ）fthem could analyze and explain the idea in
learned terms is a different question. Only scholars and critics are shocked by itレノ
　　　　　Berrygoes on to assert poetic language is not a means but an end in itself:　　　　　＼
　　　　　　　・・　.in poetry language is agent and not instrument. ..こ　By ‘'agent”we meant
＼　　　that the language is not used here as ａ meansト Nor, when we meet it,should we try to
　　　　　getout of it what we try to get out りfinstrumenta口anguage―inform ation or ideasよIt
　　　　　isnot subordinate to an end but is an end in itself（励d･. pp- 6-7).　　　‥‥‥‥
　　　　　Undoubtedly and unconditionally Tennyson would agree with these two poets, as he practiced
the idea of poetic language throughout his long life.　He trusted his own voice 卵 its multi-meaning)
and ｍ卵e the most 6f it to create･his 町t and enjoy it as well as that of others.∧He would compose
his poetry in his own voice ;　he would enjoy reading aloud his own works as well as others' poetry･
Evidence for both abounds.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ
　　　　His oral composition was a lifむ-longpractice. According to his son Hallam:
　　　　し　　The constant reading of the new poems ａｌＯＵ=dwas the surest way of helping him
　　　　　tofind out any defects there might be. During hiS“sacred half-hours”[i.e. of
　　　:　composing ｐｏｅｍＳ√particularly,Ｍａｕｄ,】andhis other working hours and even on the
　　　　　Downs,he would murmur his new passages or new lines as they came to him, a habit
　　　　　whichhad always been his since boyhood, and which caused the Somersby cook to say
　　　　“What is master Awlfred 匝c, Lincolnshire pronunciation] always apraying for ?”（Ｈ.
　　　　　Tennyson１，p●378)　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　ﾆﾆ　一一　／　　　　　　十十
This is not what Tennyson alone practiced ;十〇ther poets including Hopkins and Berry ﾘse their
voice for composition asプa common practice among poets. Until recently they trusted their voice
more than their writing一i岬.sound more than !etter. Constant oral composition trained Tennyson to
complete works at an amazing speed, once “4 Sｕ!）jeCtand ａ framework, a definite beginning and
endi昭”were decided onト“Ｇ?ポＷ９，・・. was written in ａ fortnight”(Ibid.,p. 202)レエ
　　　　　Tennyson would take great pleasure in reciting his own poems as ｗelトas those of others.
His recitals would entertain and impress his guests. There are many descriptions of them by
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various people ；　the following is very significant :　　　ト　＼　　◇
■■■■　■　　■■■　■　■　　■■■　　　■
　　　ニIt was on ３７コSeptember 1825 .‥ Tennysonニ　‥rをａ〔J a!oud his poem Maud, recently
　　　　published . . .･righレthrough . . . His deep･grand voice, with slight!ｙ ｃｈａｎtｉｎｇ
　　　　ｍtｏｎａtｉｏｎ,was a noble vehicle for the perusal of mighty verse. On≒itヶrolled, s四叩仇ｓ
　and emotional (Tennyson, 198卜7，･ii, 128n;　italics mine)‥‥‥万　　‥　　　・　　し
Every witness agrees that the poet was ａ magnificent reader and that his voice was deep and
sonorous. One of them says,“His usual tone is ａ １０ｗunmelodious thundergrowl" (H. Tennyson, ii,
p. 235).　Also notable is his ｕ･nusua! physical strength and stamina t6 read through in his deep,
grand voice his long poems, not only 几白ud. Tennyson was well aware of this and was prouﾚd of his
own voice and reading :　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　プ　　　　上　　　　△　　　　　ム
　，　　　　　l think that properly to･ appreciate it [Maud]you ought to hear the author read it, ･.
　　　　and this:I say not in vanity, but that to give full effect to the long sweep of the :metre,几　し
　　　　you must have ａ reader who not only reads somewhat dramatically√but likewise has a
　　　　full voice and ample lungs　＞　　　　　　'　　　　　　　　ニ　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
Thus, wrote the poet about himself to ａ friend (乃id., p. 135レ　　　犬
　　　　From these descriptions one could infer many thiり郷 of which two are of particular
importance:　his physical appearance and his musical voice quality. As can easily be imagined, the
poet was “six feet high, broad-chested, strong-limbed"(乃id., p. 35);イ‘head magni恥ently set upon
his broad shoulders;　strong aqualine featureが(C. Tennyson, p. 55). Tennyson had an extraordi-
nary figure in 油 age when people were on the ｗho畑much shorter than today∧Ａ man of this
physique tends to have ａ面ゆ，ｇｒａｎｄvoice ideal, especially for the vowel which is the vehicleイor
melody. In other words. his voice was ideal for emphasizing the effect of the vowel. This would
characterize his poetry, bringing out the effect especially of long vowels and diphtho昭S，　Quite to
曲e contrary was Hopkins, who was short and whose voiceﾚ“was inclined to become shrill and lose
authority when raised" (White, pト273). His voice also conditionedしhis poetic composition to feature
especially sharp√shrill, and piercing consonants. The contrast between the two great Victorian
poets can readily be seen in short ｅχamples:　　　　　上　　，　　　十　　　　‥　‥‥
　　　　‥　Birds in the high Hall-garden　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼犬
　　　　　　　When twilight was falling,　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥ ‥‥=.･.　　　　.･　　.・　.･
　　　ニ　　Maud, Maud, Maud,･Maud,ト　ダ　＝　　　　　　　ノ　犬　　　十
　　　　　　　They were crying and calling.　　　　　　　し　(Ｍａｕd, XII, i)　≒　　　　　　　　尚
All the content words here have eitherダlong vowels or diphthongs. This is the most striking
characteristic of this stanza. It was ･not only Tennyson's voice but also his whole body, hi･S
physiology that had demanded it. He enjoyed reading the lines aloud immensely, especially the
repetition of Maud :　this would have been a physical even, perhaps sensual pleasure as well:as an
intellectual one. Monosyllabic as it is Maud with its ample long voweトmade ampler and longer still
in Tennyson's pronunciation can express fully his .sensitive feelings ･ and even elevate this short･
stanza to a level 0f greatness. This is one of the notable characteristics of the vowelに I
　　　Although Hopkins's voice may have lost authority when raised during his sermon, it was the
ideal means to compose such shrill, high-pitched linesトａＳ:ﾉ　　□士　　　　　　　　I十　　　　十
　　　　　　二Patience, hard thing ！･the l hard thing but .to ･皿
　　　　　　　But bid for, Patience iSトPatience who asks犬　　：　　　　．･･．･．・　　．･．
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　　　　　　Wants war, wants wounds;　weary his times and tasks;　犬　ペ　　　　ニ
　　　　　　To do without, take tosses, and obey.　　　　(“Patience, harﾘ･ thing ミ.")
The piercingかrtis consonants in∧these lines suggest the poet's impatience and anguishト“patience
was not one of Hopkins's native virtues に 恥 コwould always have to fight for it" (Ibid.,lp，401)･
These consonants become more piercing bｙトcontrastespecially with a voweMike soft･consonant w
(Shimane, pp. 61-7).　/　十　　　　　　　　・．･･．･･．　　　･･　　．：＼………
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　２１　　　　　　　　　　　：　： ＩＩ　　■■
　　　　Tenr!ysOn kept his native Lincolnshire accent thoughout his life, which・may have been
modified and “refined” by his education and social positionレAlthough his friend W. E. H. Lecky
attributed the poet's pronunciation ｏｆ励回心dge to his love of 01d English (not OE), it seems to me
that this ｗaSトdue also t０ his own Lincolnshire accent. Lecky wrote to Hallam Ｔしりnyson what he
rememberedニabout his father :　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.･.・..　.･　　　　　　　　.･
　　　　With his love of old English he combined some taste for ｏ!d forms of pronunciation.
　　　　Ｈｅコonce rebuked me ，pronouncir!g）‘knowledge” in the way which is now usual,
　　　　maintaining that the full sound of “ｋｎｏｗ”should be given. I defended myself by
　　　　quoting Swift's lines on the Irish Parliament･:八　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　レ　　･■　・　■■
　尚　　Not ａ bow-shot from the college, ニ　　　　　　　ノ　　＝　　　　　　　し　　　　　　　　　∧
　　　　　　Half the world from sense and knowledge。犬　　　　　　　　　　　　　十
　　but he only said he hoped l would never pronounce the word in this way in reading
ダ　　his poetry （Ｈ. Tennyson, ii, p.∧203)
From this description alone, it is not easy to decide whether the “full sound'しi.e. the vowel oi　ｋｎｏｗ
was a diphthong or ａ long vowel. If it had been a diphthong, the “usual pronunciation” then would
have been the older type of the RPよ But if Tennyson had pronounced it in his own Lincolnshire
accent, it would have been ａ long vowel. Certainly, the words of the poet are said to have ･been
quoted in“the Eversley edition of his collected poems” (Campion, p. ii) as follows:　　　　〉
　　　　Knowledge, shone, knoll―let him ｗho:reads me always read the vowels in these words
　　　　long.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.・　　　　　　/　　●.　●●●●●●
　　　　This long vowel is still commonly used in th･e same words in Scottish and Irish accents a5
well as the Northern (English) accent today. It had also been an old form of pronunciation which
would diphthongize in the RP.　　　　　　　　＼　　　∧
　　ト　The important thing is tねat the poet told his friend never to pronounce the vowel of the word
切皿･! short ；　that is, the reader ，ｍｕ斗make itトlong and fulレThis, considering the Lincolnshire
accent, applies to ａ１１other words with the Sa皿むdiphthong in the RP such as 即，ｋ(皿ｅ，切old.=　This
further suggests another very important point about his･native accent一段.・the contrasting front
vowel is not a diphthong but ａ long vowel also. In The Lady of SHｔｔlottinstances abound.　Already
in the first stanza there are many and the front long vowel 1S used in rhyming words:
　　　　　　　On either side the river lie　ト　　　‥　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　レレ　　　　　･．
　　　　　　　へLong fields of barley and ｏｆﾆｒye，………1　　　　　　　　　　　　　六　　　　　　　　　・II
That clothe the wold and meet the sky ;　　　　　尚　＼　　　犬　　I
And through the fielc!the road runsトby　　　　　　　　　　　　＼一　犬　　　犬　　　＼
　　　　　To many towered Camelot;上　　　　　　　．　　　　　　八丁
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T　　　　　　And up and downしthe people go,　　　　　尚　白　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ソ
　＼尚　　　Gazing where the lilies blew　　　　　　し　　　　尚　　　　　　　　　　　◇　　し
　ニ　犬　十Round an island th･ere below,　上　　　　　　　　　ノ
　　　尚　　〉The island of Shalott.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.●　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
We＼haｖｅ to notice here the deceptively ingenious contrast.つIt lies in theﾚdiction consisting only of
monosyllables and disyllables and the ｖｏｗe!S contained in them.上The vowels in almost a11∧the
content words∧are either long vowels or diphthongs and くall but tＷＯ犬rhyming words are open
syllables. Tennyson's ample sonority is evident.トThis would be made even ｍｏt･eprominent in ａ
sonorous reading with prolonged and “broadened” vowels. These vowels undoubtedly render the
stanza ａ sense of space and expansion. In this sense the regional long vowels in such words aslijold
and∧Gazing are more effective because the corresponding diphthongs:tend to suggest a sense of
closing, since their first members move upwards to the second ｎ!ember in the mouth:　θ＞14排即，
for instance.　Moving upwards means phonetically in this case moving closer to the region of the
consonant one of whose chief characteristics is closedness.　Hence, =ａword ending in a consonant is
termed:ａ closed-syllable in contrast with an open-syllable ending in ａ vowel. The open-syllabic
rhymes in the stanza also imply a sense゛of continuation. The contrast between these words and the
closed rhyming words Camelot and Ｓｈａｌｏttiｓ very effective.犬　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　上　上
　　　Tennyson's open一回yllabic rhyme in the poem is so effective that it deserves further attention.
The singing of the Lady of Sha!ott ｇｄ回S through it in ゆe fourth stanza of the 町Ｓt part:
　　　　　　I　Only reapers, reaping eaｒり　　　　　‥　　　ニレ　ノ　　＼ト　　　　　　　＼　　　　＼　上
　　　　　　In among the上bむarded bar/砂，　△　　　　　　　　　　＜　　　　　　　　　＼
　十　　　　Hear a song that echoes cheeriv　　　　＼　犬　　　　エ　エ　＼　　　　十　　　　　＜
　／　．　　　　Ｆ巾ｍthe river winding dearly。　　　　　ト　･..・・.･･･　　･...　　　・.
　　　　　　　Down to towered Camelot:　　　　　　　　　　＼　　十　　上　　　　　　十　　　‥‥　‥
　　ト∧　　　And by the moon the reaper weary,レ　几　　　　　　　　　　　　　／　　　犬＼　犬
　　　　　　　Piling sheaves in uplands airy.　　上　　っ▽上十　･･･．．･･･．・　．･　　　　　．･上
　　　　　　　Listening, whispers ‘"Tis the fai砂　　ニ　　ノ　　　　　十　　・.･.･･　･.　　　　　　　　.･･
　　　　　　　Lady of Shi!ｏtＬ”　　　　　　　＼　　　　∧　　　.●　.・　･丿　＼　　犬　　　･･　　　　　　＼
We should not fail to note the fact that every line, eχcむptｏｎｅ√contains at least one word:with either
ａ long vowel or ａ△diphthong. This obviously reinforces the rhyme to enhance its effect of
continuing the echo of her song. The tempo of the stanza changes in the eighth line mainly by way
of words with the same, short and ’‘clipping”vowel : “Listening”，“whisp:erS” and ゛’Ｔば’レ
　　し　The same effect of echoing and continuation is even greater in the fourth part:
　尚　　　　And as the boat-head wound along　　＼　　几 ＞　.･.･･　.･・　　　　　　･･.･･　　　　　･･
　　　　　　　The willowy hills and fields among,　　　　　ニ　　　＼　レ　　　　　＝　　　　し
　　　　　　　They heard her singing her last song√　　　･.･..・　　　　･..　・.　　　　.・　　・・　　　　.･.・・
　　　　　∧　The Lady of Shalottレ　　　　ニ　　し　　　　　　●．．〉　　　＼．　＼　　犬　　　　　　　　＝
　　　　‥‥‥‥Ｈｅａrda carol, mournful, holy,　　　　I　　　　　　　　上　　　　　　　　　　　犬　　＼　才
六　　　　トChanted Ioｕd!ｙ，chanted ＩＯＷひ，　　　　　　．　　し　ｊ　　犬　.･.･.･･.　　　.･･・..・.=………1
　　.　Till her blood was frozen slow/v,　　　　　　ノ……:　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　　‥
　　　　　　　And her eyes were darkened ｗho岬，・・・　．・　＼　　　犬　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　　　＝　ニ
The latter十half of these∇lines are truly Tennysonian.　One could ･hear in the･ mind his reading
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bringing out the long vowel and diphthong:to the full in:ヶＪＨｅａｒd，?ｏｕmfｕl，ｈｏｌｙ,　loｗｄｈ,wly･,斤りzen.
丿四6｡り邨，dα啼心ed andｔｏｋｏｌＷ･His rich, full-chested voice chants the last song of ａ beautiful dying
swan, with his audience spell-boundﾝThe几ｗｏr(＼ ｃｈａｎttwice repeated in a= line is rather a short
front ｖｏｗe川向in the Lincolnshire, accent, unlike the long, open back vowel in the RP todayレIt may
have well become a long V･owel in Tennyson's reading√ It is always easy to prolong a vowel in
actual pronunciation. But I am rather doubtful about 1t as other examples of:the usage of this vowel
appear contradictory in this ･poem.≒　　　　　　し．　ヶ　六十　　　　　ノ　＼＞　∧　＼
　　　　The sense of continuation and echoing is apparent in th･ese lines. And another effect of
heaviness and solemnness derivむd from deep sorrow is also suggested. Now we must 而t overlook
the effect of the rhyme in the former four lines.　It is nothing but･for the effect of echoing. The
nasaトng alone is quite enough to produce this (Shimane, pp･. 81-2). The Lady's s伽がng echoes
through these words and continues into the next stanza only tｏ･be amplified by･the･long･･vowels and
diphthongs.　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼/　　＼　　し
　　　　In poetry implications sounds carry arむusually mixed in a natural and arbitrary manner.　In
great poets there ･are certain√and ･often, definite tendencies, for their poetic genius enables themしto
sense the effect of sound ；　their linguistic and phonetic knowledge would greatly enhance their
genius.　　　　　　　　　　犬　　　　　十'　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　十　　　二＼
　　　　The implication of sound, ０ｒ the so-called sound symbolism, in poetry is still generally
七〇nsidered ･arbiti･ary；　so ｉtS･･analysis･. iS.･often regarded as barren……This at least is the general
attitude among students of literatureレ But the poet does not think S0， He believesｹin the power,
suggestion, and magic of each sound, even∧if sometimes his assumption did: not prove quite right.
He loves and feels each sound before he considers the meaning that each word carries. There is no
excuse for us to ignore exploring the meaning of sound however unsatisfactory the attempt may be.
One would surely be rewarded with a ･result un-dreampt of, if ｏｎｅ二was fortunate:enough to find ａ
diamond mine under ａ thin cover in ａ poem like ＴｈｅＬａｄｙof　Ｓｋａｌｏttbya genius Sｕむｈas Tennyson.
　　　　Now we must dwell on the effect, implication, or the so-called sound symbolism, first, of
vowels in the same poem,トthough we have touched on 江 above.八ｖhen△considering them, we
automatically classify them into the front and the back vowels, and also the shorレand the long
vowels including diphthongs;　we have to think of the closed and thむopen vowels.　Ｅａぐh type has
its own implication ；　we have taken ａ glimpse at ａ part of the very basics of the long vowel. When
we come across lines like :　　　　　　　　　　　　上 ．　　　＜　　尚　犬　　　　　犬　ト
　　　　　　　By the margin, willow-veiled,　　　十　‥‥‥　‥‥
　　　　　　・Slide the heavy barges trailed　　.･　..・･･.･.･　　　.･　　:　レ　　・.･･･.　　　　　　　　　..
　　　　　By slow horses ；　and unhailed　　　　　　　　＝　　＼ コ　　＼〉
　ニ　　　　･The shallop flitteth silken-sailed　　.･　　　　づ･　　○　　　　　　.．
　　　　　　　Skimming down to Camelot,　　　:　　　　　　プ　　＼　　ト　　　＼　　　　　∧
we sense that there are two kinds of movement implied in them: 〉those〉of the 前αり加智６ and the
flittｍｇｓhalloj). The barges are trailed up-stream ；　and the s撤回-sailed sh丿砂runs lightly and
swiftly down-stream.　The poet was clearly conscious りf ゆe effects of vowe! implications here. For
the baｒｇｅｓhe used heavy long vowels and diphthongs of which particularly effective are those
contained in baｒｇｅｓ，皿肋,andｈｏｒｓｅｓ.These vowels are ｎｏtｿonly ａ long vowel or diphthongs but also
back vowels;･　back vowels tend to sound heavy and dark･犬For theｓhｔｔＵｏｆ)hetook full advantage of
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light (in double :meaning) front vowels of which thoseりn the first syllables oiｓｈａｌｌｏｂ,ｆｌｉttｅth.，乱揃狐，
Skimmingくproduce an ideal: result.　十　　　　　　　　　　　　　▽　　上　　　上　　　二　＼
　　　　The sad, heavy movement of the Lady of Sれallot, right after her fatal “encounter"トwith
Lancelot, is eloquently suggested by means of rhyming words containing the same long back vowel:
　　十　　　She left the web,トshe !eft the loom,　　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥　‥‥
　　　　＼　・She l made .three paces through the･ room,　　　十　　　　，　◇・　　　犬　　．．
　し　　　　She saw ･the water-lily blown,　　　　　　　　犬　　　･‥　ト..　　　・.･...･　　　　　･･
　　　　∧　　She saw the helmet and the plume,　　　　　　∧　　　　　　　　　　　レ　六十　　十
She looked down to Camelot.　　　‥ ＼　十 十　　　　　　二　　1　　　　　　＼
Her movement is supported by the∧most carefully constructed lines and by other long vowels and
diphthongs. This makes a vivid contrast with the light, carefree movement of Lancelot who has not
the faintest idea even of the very existence .0f the Lady of Shallot;･　･．　　．．　　犬　　　＼
　　From the bank and from the river　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　　　：　ニ△
　　　　　　　He flashed into the crystaトmirror　　　　　･..･.･　・・.･･・.･･.･.・・　　　・.　･･　　　　　　.･
　　　　　　　“Tirra lirra,"･by the river .　　　　　.ニ･　　十　．･．．･．．　　　　･．　　･．･．．･･･．．・　・・
　　・，．十　Sang SirトLancelot.∧　　　　　　　..　　〉　ト　　　　　　　犬　　　上．一犬＼　　　し
Here all the vowels except the one inﾌﾞ佃柑Ｓ are front vowels. Now there is no doubt that Tennyson
consciously made use of them. Clearly, this is not ａ chance result of a rando?attemptﾚof ａ poet of
meagre talent. Here a mention of the first vowel in£ancelot is necessary. In the RP this is an open,
back vowel as is used in park, but in the Lincolnshire accent it is the short, front CB for bat. This
was Tennyson's pronunciation as Sir Charles says, “Tennyson also habitually used the advanced
open vowel in words like ｄａｎｃｅ.and ｂｌａｎｃｈ”(Campion, p. ii). Then the most beautiful reading of
Peggy Ashcroft･ is not faithful to the effect calculated here by the poet.　　　＼　　し　十
　　　　　The word Lancelot not onlyﾚrhymes with Ｓａｎｇbut also agrees to 加甦かａ:ndｆｌａｓｈｅｄin the lines
aboveレDespite the fact he is fully clad in a heavy armour and rides 6n:a strong war一勧?'se, Lancelot
is running １返htly and swiftly. This is suggested also by the rhythm (metre) particularlyｿof the
third line. which echoes a song from Ｔ＆Ｗ細加r's Tale：　The lark,that tiｒｒａ-liｒｒａｃｈ ｎtｓ,. , . The
effect of Lancelot's horse riding is comparable, though different in suggestion, to the abbotton his
加d:　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し
　　　　　　　An abbott on an ambling pad.　　　　　十　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　＜
＼　　We now have to turn our attention to the consonants in the poem, Tennyson, who was ａ
master of the vowels, was also capable of creating telling effects II! consonants, just as Hopkins was
successful in composing a few poems in ａ“grand style" comparable to Milton's. One of the most
obvious eχample is the use of one of the sharpest consonants :
■　■■　■　■　■■■■　　■　　　■■■　■
　　　　▽　The mirror :cracked from side to side;　　　　ト　犬　　△　十
　　　　　　　“The curse is come upon ｍｅ," cried　　　　　＼　し　　　　　　　　　　　‥　　　　　＼
　　　　　　　The Lady of Shalott. 十　　　　　　　　　　犬　　　　　　　　･・..･･・　..:
The alliteration in this hard consonant is far from being ornamやntal;しratねer, it is c!early meant to
produce thephｙｓical(or actual) sound of the cracking mirror. It is meant･to come to the reader as
an electric shock.　There is a calculated contrast between this sharpトbreaking of 曲eしｃりs叫1しｍ折りｙ
and the anguished and heavy movement of the Lady of Shalott within the same stanza. Although a
very close examination by means of elaborate equipment such as an oscillographトmay distinguish
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these hard consonants intoにtwo slightly different types (ａ 皿雨叩 and an一affｒｉｃａtｅ),it would be
permissible to regard them as one fortisμosive (Naturally, this depends on the quality of the reader's
pronunciation).　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　ニ　　　　　＼　　　犬　　　こい　ト　　　　ト　　し
　　ニ　The following stanza is a perfect sequeりce:　　　∧
　　　　　∧　In the stormy east-wind straining,し　　　　　　　ニ犬　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　＼
　　　　　　　The pale yellow woods were waning.一　二　　　　し　　　　　　　　j　‥‥‥
　　　　The broad stream in his banks complaining.　　　　　　　一　　十　　　　＼
　　　　　　　Heavily the low sky ｒai雨侭刄●　　＼　　　　……し　　ト　　　　　　　：　　　　犬　　　　ニ
The rhyme consisting of 一雨孔gis most fitting here. It is preciselyトthe natureしof the nasal consonant
that suggests ａ sense of agony ；　in eachよ of these rhyming words two nasals :are used, which is
exceptional. Also, '‘thesorrowful landscape reflects the lady's mood and the correct pictorial: setting
for her action" (Berry, p. 59).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＜　ト
＼　　　In the Lincoln and Northern dialects, the strong r is another apparent characteristic;　it may
ｎｏt=be so strong and fricative as the typical∧Scottish r but is much stronger than the counterpart in
the RP which is termed a fｒictｉｏｎｌｅｓｓ-ｃｏｎtinｕｅｎt.Tennysonhas犬made use of this consonant to depict
the sounds both of Lancelot's bｒidle･bell and his armour･:･　　十　　　　　　＜
　　　　　　　The bridle bells rang ｍｅ雨lｙニ　　＼尚　＼　･．　ニレ　　　　　　十　　　　　　　　　土
　　　　　　　As he rode down to Camelot :　　. .　　ト　　‥＼　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト
　　　　‥　‥And as he rode his armourれing,　　　　　　　六十　十　　＼　　　ダ　　　　ニ
　　　　　　　Beside remote Shalott.　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し
Ｔねese and the s回叱丿防e burnished hooves of his ｇｇ一加紹ｇ cannot but reach the Lady's ears.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　３
　　　　　Notonly in aural imagery but likewise jnトvisuaトimagery Tennyson exce!s. That he has
created numerous remarkable visual images in his poetry may sound strange to those who know that
he was short-sighted. This did not become a disadvantage to his artistic perception of things he
intended to use in his works as poetic images. He hadよabove ａｌ!，an extraordinary power of
imagination. In The Lady of Shalott we find ample evidence for it.　Probably the best example is the
description of Lancelot who is presented as i卜he were a hero in ａ coloured film；　he is alive,
dynamic, vivid and powerful. He appears （ａs on the screen) primarily as ａ dazzlingly shining
叫
　　　　　　　　Ａbow shot from her bower-eaves,　.･･.･.　　　.･･･.　　　　.･･　　.･･　.･
　　　　　　　　Herode between the barley sheaves,ト　　　　＼　し　十　　　　十
　　　　　　　　Thesun came dazzling through the leaves,　　/ 1　　　　■　　　・　■■
　　　　　　　　Andflamed upon the brazen greaves ∵　　　　　二　　六大　　　　　　し
　　　　　　　　OfboldしSir Lancelot.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∩　　　し
　　　　　　　　Ared-cross knight for ever kneeled　　　　　　〉　＝　　　　　し　Ｉ
　　　　　　　Toａ lady in his shield,　　　　　　ニ ‥　　　　　　　　犬　　　　犬　　　　　　］　十
　十　　　　That sparkled on the yellow field,　　　　‥　..･.･････.　　　　　　･.･・
　犬　　　〉　Besideremote Shalott.ト　　　　　し　　＝　　　　　　　　　し :　　　..　　・　　　■　■
Because the sun is dazzling in the blue and unclouded we耐蝕r, theイully armoured knight is brilliant
in it. The Lady of Shalott confined in a dingy room and doomed to weave throughout her life is in
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contrast with him.　He is dynamic and brilli･ant; she is static and obscure.ユHe lives in the ｗｏｒ!d
of reality full of events; she exists in the world of shadow devoid of activitiをS峠d･ is forbidden to
look at the real world except through the mirror tｈａt　ｈａｎｇｓb好ｏｒｅｈｅｒ. Suddenly, the brightness of
his appearance and ･vividness O卜his sounds ｍａｋｅ‥h町forget ａ!)ＯＵtthe curse.プ　ト　　十　/
　　　　Here the poet is comparable to the film director who has complete ｍａ･steryover his competent
cameramen and sound technicians. ユLancelot runs, rather, flies, like S叩似丿叫red meteo?･，tｒailing　ligHt.
０ｎ the screen of the magic mirror his figure grows larger and clearer in a flashﾝ Now the Lady can
see his 仇f溥火皿μ?ｓ?励β壱耐蝕ｒ and even the burnished心叩ves of his war-horse as well as his helmet
αμぱhelmet-feather. Then flashes his Celtic face onto the screen:　　.･　　　　＼
■･　　　■　■　　・
　ト　　　　His broad clear brow in sunlight glowed ； ニ　　．・．．･．　　　　　　　･･　．･　　．･･．
ニ　　ダFrom underneath his helmet flowed　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　ト　　　＝
　　　　　His coal-black curls ...　　　　　　　　　　し　　　　　上　　十　＼　　　･.
The close-up is so perfect that she can hear not only his singing but also his breathing; she would
be able even to feel the warmth of:his body. Behindぱ11 this sounds as theトmain rhythm the 加砂海
d his mighty “flying" horse.　The merry knight of the RoundトTable hasMnｗittｍｅｌｙ broken the
lady's spell. Now she springs back to life;　she wakes to reality and to loveにShe begins to live.
But the moment she begins t0 live is the moment she has to die. Her heart and action are heavy･
In the description of Sir Lancelot is a perfect blend of aural and visual i:magesレレIt gives the whole
Part Ill vivid kinetic imagery.　ト　　　　　　＼　‥ト　　　　．．　　犬　‥‥‥　‥　　　‥‥‥
　　　　　　　十　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　４　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　　　　　し
　　　　Analyzing poetic images makes Or!e wonder which image most contributes to the genesis of a
poem (in any poet). The supreme･importance of sound (auditory image) is indisputable in the words
of many poets, even if scholars and critics try to think otherwise or neglect it. What about visual
image then ？ Here students as outsiders to poetic creation have a definite disadvantage ；　we ｈａｖやto
listen to poets. Francis Berry makes ａ significant statement:　　　　　ニ，　＼
　　　　ｌ am ideed half-persuaded by those who urge that the origin of a poem lies not in
　　　　sound but seeing. Yet, if that is so, then the nature of the perception will depend, as
　　　　far as the ｒりaders or―better一listeners are concerned, ０ｎ the r!ature of that sound
　　　　which communicates the perception. And as far as the poet is concerned―well, what　ダ
　　　＼he perceives and the way he does so may be conditioned byしhis obligation to　　　ト
　　　　communicate what he perceives in sound (pp. iｘ-Ｘ).ト　　　　　＼　　　　∧
This is an extremely difficult question and even Berry has to say, “But the whole problem is too
complicated to allow of easy solution, or perhaps of a solution･at al1" (Ibid.).Ｅｖen a poet like Berry
who is learned enough to have held a chair of English Literature finds this problem almost
impossible to solve. For the moment then we have to be satisfied with ａ notion that犬whatever he
has heard or perceived the poet has to express in sound in his poem, as sound (which unlike musical
sound, happens to have meaning) is his sole material for his art. At this point, which has come first
is of small matter as other images or experiences like smelling or tasting or touching may be the
initiaトclue foｒむreation.　At least lit appears that in poetry sound and vision have a particularly
intimate relation.ぺA^e have seen ａ perfect example〕in Tennyson's description of Lancelot.
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ニ　　After ａ certain time in his life Tennysc珊 came to emphasize morals in his poetry. A typical
instance is Th≪ Idｙllｓ.　聊e find in the poet 乱 master trying to teach the populace Christian morals
through hiSしpoetry･ “He had no kind of sympathy",･says his son :　　　　　　　‥‥
‥
‥‥
　　　　with the theory which would divorce art from morals, and l have known no literary　　ニ
　　　man who had ａ more uniformly high sense of duty in connectionﾌﾟwith his ｗｏｒk(Ｈ.　・
　　　Tennyson, ii, p.･203).　　　　　　　　.●　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　　一一　　　　犬　　　　　犬　／
　　　丿Certainly the poet professes his disgust･for aestheticism, a growing literary spirit of the day :
　犬　　十　Art for Art's sakeトHail, truest Lord of Helト!　　　　　上　　十　　　　　　　　　　　＼
　　　　　　　Hail Genius, blaster of the Moral べVi11!ト　上　　　　＼　　　　十
　　　　　　　“Th･e filthiest of all paintings painted well　　　　　　　　十
:　　　　　　Is mightier than the purest painted i11!"
　　　　　　　Yes, mightier than the purest painted well,　コ　　　　　　・･.・・・.･　　　.･･
　　　　　　　So prone are we towards that broad way to Hell.
　　　　This attitude came to irritatか many of h･ISﾄreaders. Their irritation c･ontributed tｏ･皿ａｒ｡dsthe
depreciation of his poetry, though it should not have intruded into the realm of aesthetics to become
the criterion犬for judging ａ totally irrelevant aspect of poetry. His･ decline .“grieved"･ another
contemporary genius G. M. Hopkins who, un-diramed by the popular contemporary taste, perceived
Tennyson's greatness.　　　　　　　　上　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し　　　　ニ
　　　・“For all this he is a glorious poet and all he does is chryselephantine'｢(Hopkins,ユ955, p. 25).
It is his craftsmanship that secured the poet an immortal seat in English Literature. Steeped in
morality or not his poetry is great art. The Lady of Shalot口S free from moralization. It is a typical
manifestation of his mastery of poetic language and ａ“golden utterance" of his genius. It is, if the
poet himself had liked it or not, a perfect piece of α封ルγαがs sake.　　　　　　　　　　　犬
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